What do you want to be able to Bike to in Downtown Bethesda?

Where should there be more Green Space in Downtown Bethesda?

Where is it Most Difficult to Cross the Street in Downtown Bethesda?

Where is the Heart of Downtown Bethesda?
Where do you want to bike to in Downtown Bethesda? Use **BLUE** dots and mark the route on the map.
Where should there be more Green Space in Downtown Bethesda? Use GREEN dots on the map.
Where is it most difficult to cross the street in Downtown Bethesda?

Use YELLOW dots on the map.
COLOR AND SYMBOL GUIDE

- **Where you LIVE** - Black Marker/Sharpie Write the Letter “L”
- **Where You WORK** - Black Marker/Sharpie Write the Letter ”W”
- **NEIGHBORHOODS – BUBBLES** - Dark Blue
- **DOWNTOWN BETHESDA - BUBBLE** – Ruby Red
- **CENTERS & DESTINATIONS**
  - **EXISTING** - Purple Stars
  - **PROPOSED**-Purple Circles
- **LINKAGES**
  - **EXISTING** - Deep Aqua Line
  - **PROPOSED** – Deep Aqua Line
- **PUBLIC OPEN SPACES** – Green Filled In
- **AREA(S) CENTRAL GATHERING SPACE** - Orange  Cross Hatch

- Notes - any color at all as long as they are easy to read
GROUP- Drake
GROUP- Gingko
GROUP- Green Vase
GROUP - Honey Locust

EXISTING CONNECTIONS

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
ON THE MAP!

OPEN SPACE

NEED MORE RETAIL TO SUSTAIN CBD!!!
GROUP- Little Leaf Linden

- Local CBD Transit: Along Wisc. Old Georgetown
- REAL OPP @ W. Marks & Elm St. Park
- Major Indoor Public Space (Leland Community Center)
- 7800 P. downtown: PEDESTRIAN CONNECTION ACCESS TO CBD
GROUP- October Glory